I just realized that December 1st is today.

Earlier I tried posting up a response to your post on my just3ants.com blog but for some reason it didn’t take. It was just a “cut and paste” of what I last sent Marcia Kramer.

Look again at the homepage of just3ants as I asked earlier of a youngish woman working in a high end fashion shop in La Jolla after Marie had so confidently “browsered thru” [sic] her favorite lingerie shop.

We are dealing with people who like 99.99% of the world’s literate population have the attention span of a nat, at best.

My read of this lady’s reaction is that there should lettering on the homepage to the effect,

“ThIS iS nOT about BlOOd DiaMONDS but why DeBeErs needed yet anoTHER smokescreen.... No intelligent woman would dirty their hands by investing in diamonds and the emotional aspect of this trade is wearing thin. Your youth will reflect on it badly – Marie Dion Gevisser..NOW WAKE UP AMERICA!”

The Israeli intelligence report should be at the top of headline news with linkage to what I last sent Marcia Kramer.

Next, Buchanan is a major contributor to the “end of America”.

Next to start showing the 8 or so connecting dots


along with DeBeers-me reading dEbeeRS the riot act beginning November 11th, 2004, with the words, “Remember me?”.

Then figure out a timeline-clock-rail track much like me looking out the train window at Zurich station in December 1967:
1. American Anglo Boer War 1899-1902 employing the tactics of General Sherman during the American Civil War but in addition to laying waste of the veld concentrated and brutally murdered in the world’s first concentration camps to speak of, some 20,000 Afrikaner old men, women and children fighting for their new homeland without of course a care in the world for the overwhelming black majority who for thousands of years had grazed the lands sitting atop the world’s richest resources.

2. Jump to January 1934, the year Nazi sympathizer Joe Kennedy became the first chairman of the Securities Exchange Commission, when Einstein wrote as his return address, “Concentration Camp, Princeton”.

3. Jump back to 1900 when the US led an 8 Allied nations invasion of China and stole everything that wasn’t nailed to the ground.

4. Jump to 1929 and the collapse of Wall Street where not a single banker jumped out of a building.

5. Jump to the end of Versailles Treaty of 1921 when DeBeers controlled American bankers began crashing the German Mark so distracting even the likes of Einstein who like others eventually came rushing to our shores inevitably blinded by the superficial bright lights powered by all our dam dams that inevitably gave us the edge in being the first nation to use nuclear bombs on a civilian population when the Japanese refused to quit fighting.

6. Jump to June 1966, the same year Senator Ted Kennedy’s advance team asked my extraordinary and inspirational mother to come up with a list of people he “should not meet” when visiting with us in Durban, South Africa.

7. Also in 1966 former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan wrote his so very truthful and easy to understand essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM.

8. Jump to today headline news, “Cuts in Homeland security” – put on your smiley face as if those tuned into my missives don’t understand what utter nonsense when for the past century the 3 Branches of the US Government aided and abetted by those Trust Funders-entitlement beneficiaries have had
a "blank check" just like their DeBeers bosses to produce as much money and at the same time share with their bought and paid for government all the property and mineral resources stolen from the world’s poor who remain misinformed simply because they don’t yet have the biggest guns.

9. Jump back to 1907 when US banks who financed both the war in China and the Anglo Boer War as well as DeBeers looked like they were headed for bankruptcy court were it not for J. P. Morgan backed by DeBeers producing additional worthless-fictitious currency that in turn led to the Federal Reserve being formed in 1913 one year prior to the outbreak of the first World Oil War.

10. Jump to Hitler, the little Corporal from WOWI sitting in jail writing his Mein Kampf and thinking about who would be so smart-stupid to finance his book and at the same time afford him a Volkswagen Beetle, a Messerschmitt and of course an equally prized precision engineered tank during a time when US banks led by DeBeers had finally bankrupted the Weimer Republic where a barrelful of Deutche marks couldn’t afford a loaf of bread.

11. Jump to a photo of Hilter’s father with the long mustache that he could not only tie around his back but when running out of toilet paper, you get the picture and it is not pleasant.

12. Jump to 1969 when the victors of World Oil War II, a continuation of WOW I erected a memorial to themselves on Coronado island, the swastika building no doubt causing bellowing laughter and lots of “umpapa umpapa, just a matter of time before we finish off the job started by our papas who failed to exterminate all you Jewish troublemakers”, you get the picture.

13. Jump to the summer of 1954 when Ben Gurion recognized the only way to avoid senior Israeli intelligence officials as well as field commandos from being bought was to “play the game” all the while the United States kept a loaded gun pointed at the State of Israel forcing us Jewish people who survived the Holocaust and who had to deal with our Jewish Kapos maintaining order in the death-concentration camps now once again being forced to do the abominable and supply weapons of war to the new and improved Nazi 3rd Reich namely the 3rd Reich’s southern division more commonly known as the South African Apartheid Regime who did a masterful job for some 45 years beginning within a month of Israel being granted Statehood by the DeBeers-Nazi-US controlled United States in stealing South Africa’s most precious minerals namely gold.

14. Jump to July 1944, the Bretton Woods Conference when 730 delegates from 44 nations had a US sponsored gun placed to their heads that in the event they did not accept the Almighty US Dollar as gold their replacement would.

15. Jump back one month to June 5th-6th 1944 when the most staged military event in the annals of war history took place on the beaches of Normandy without Hitler’s Nazis able to fuel a single fighter worth talking about.

16. Jump to February 14th 1945 with DeBeers president Roosevelt assuring Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia not to be afraid of a Jewish homeland so long as
America would guarantee the rights and privileges of the tyrannical House of Saud who continue to be represented by Sec. James A. Baker’s law firm.

17. Jump to June 8th, 1967 and Israel firing a “shot across the bow” when blasting to smithereens the USS Liberty, the totally defenseless US spy ship operating in international waters, spelling out quite clearly, “DON’T FUCK WITH THE JEWS”.

18. Jump to chapter 9, Diamonds for Hitler of The Diamond Invention written by Hollywood blockbuster author and Wall Street Journal investigative reporter Edward Jay Epstein who spells out in simple English that DeBeers had not only infiltrated from the very start of WOWII the British War Ministry but flexed their muscles when mocking the hell out of their President Franklin D. Roosevelt when forcing the Commander In chief of all US Armed Forces to acknowledge publicly that he couldn’t do a “god dam thing” about DeBeers’ refusal to stockpile industrial diamonds on US Soil.

19. Jump to the day when the Italians switched sides during WOWII – Now show once again a smiley face.

20. Jump to the day when people like Ben Gurion and Jan Smuts, the greatest friend the Jewish people have ever had in high political office, figured out that to bump off Hitler would only result in his replacement being that much worse, so obvious unless of course you are raised in the United States under the Bell shaped curve educational system where it is the most average like THE IT who rise to the top that Hitler was picked from the bottom of the barrel.

21. Jump to early January 1949 when with Israel War of Independence far from over but the Israeli Defense Forces very much having the “upper hand” to the utter shock and dismay of the DeBeers-Nazi controlled Allies, British fighter pilots escorted Egyptian fighters into battle with the Israel Air Force who won “hands down”.

22. Jump to every history, economics and political book ever written since the turn of the last century and I will convince anyone it is all trash.

23. Jump to Alan Greenspan being interviewed back in September by gold digger, no strike that, big thick gold chain wearer Leslie Stahl – now show another big smiley face.

24. Jump to Alan Greenspan nor a single member of the 3 branches of the US government ever questioning him on what caused him to do the exact opposite of what he so strongly recommended in his classic-epic essay, GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM’

25. Jump to the deafening silent list beginning with former US marine Captain Brian Steidle followed by all the “do gooders” such as Survival International who have previously and so very half heartedly lambasted DeBeers, the world’s supreme banker and terrorist group second to none.
26. Jump to the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that I alone have been broadcasting that spells doom for all those who know better and who have failed to stand tall.

27. Jump to Devin Standard explaining to his children that in taking a “gun running” job with Smith and Wesson he is helping the likes of gangbangers fend themselves against the police state of police states who make Hitler look today like if he were to be reincarnated he would be a prized altar boy.

28. Jump to Roger W. Robinson along with each and every elected US government official now reading out aloud on the steps of the US Supreme Court, their favorite chapter in The Diamond Invention.


30. Jump back to the previous line and also celebrate Marie Dion Gevisser now a Vice President of the Rancho Sante Art Guild.

31. Jump to next year but not necessarily in Jerusalem when the Rancho Sante Fe Art Guild may still make her President even if I am allowed to attend meetings where I promise not to speak unless spoken to.

32. Jump to just a week ago when we celebrated the 100th anniversary of the gold crown patent.

33. Jump to any article or news item where the word money is used, whether involving additional funding approved by so and so and so and so or cutbacks being considered by so and so and so and so and so and then place a smiley face on the face of whoever is approving the story in addition to DeBeers.

34. Jump forward to tomorrow and tell me how you are doing.

35. Do you think all members of your family now calling me an idiot explains rather well their deep denial beginning with your grandmother who never listened to her own son telling her then and now that he was molested by her husband? How sick is your grandmother!!!! Can you think of a way to get a dialogue going between your family and The IT as well as his bowlegged-kneed cow?

[Word count 1976]

From: Adam L Tucker
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2007 3:49 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: CONDITIONING-israel the new enemy-the myspace was just Marie having fun.


what do you think?
From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2007 10:40 AM PT
To: Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host - WCBS-TV
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; John Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi prosecutor; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; Lois Tucker - Married to Ed Tucker accused by both his adopted son and grandson, Adam L. Tucker of sexual molestation; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: CONDITIONING-israel the new enemy-the myspace was just Marie having fun.